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Abstract 

A study of the phenomenon of imbibition which arises in the Row of two immiscible liquids through 
porous media due to the difference of the wetting abilities of the liquids has been made in this paper. 
Two special-cases have been discussed in &tall. 
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I. Introduction 

When a porous medium filled with some fluid is brought in contact with other fluid, 
which preferentially wets the solid, the wetting fluid will flow spontaneously along the 
solid walls of the pores into the medium and some of the residential fluid will be expelled. 
This well-known phenomena is known as imbibition. In every day life one can see 
blotter soaking up ink and expelling a i ~  from its interstices and dry bricks on houses 
soaking up rain water and expelling air. 

This phenomenon of imbibition in porous media has attracted many research workers 
recently and has been discussed by many authors. Brownsconlbe and Dyes1, Enright2, 
Graham and Richardson3, Rijiks, Scheideggerlo made both theoretical and experi- 
mental studies to develop an understanding of the imbibition process. Verma11,12, 
Mishra and Verma3, Mehta and Verma6 have obtained some perturbation solutions 
of this problem. 

Though no systematic analysis has been presented so far, the imbibition tests which 
consist of immersing a fluid-filled porous medium into another fluid are reported. 

' Currently in the Department of Mathematics, B.S.A. College, Mathura, UP, India. 
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Since these are berj- sinpie, it is interesting to  examine theoretically the effects of 
difference of the \\ettabilities. 

In this paper we hale obtained the anai>tical solution of the flow of two immiscible 
fluids through porons media by using Birkhof's similarity technique and 
perturbation method (Na)fehs). 

In the first case the saturation distribution of the displacing (wetting) liq~!id in terms 
of the saturations a t  the ends of the porous matrix has been obtained, which is the 
composite solltrion describing the displacing phase saturation by applying the matching 
prinsiple of innet and outer expansions. 

In the second case the satwation distribution is obtained in terms of f alid H by 
a?$ying similarity solnrion (Hansenl). The results obtained here are in perfect 
agreexent \$ith the ph>sicai situation. This can be realised by conducting an  experi- 
men! with rhe help of a ca?illary filled ~ i t h  oil. If water is poured into the capillary 
i t  will a l ra j s  ffnd \\a15 in the neighbourhood of the walls. This can be verified from 
the expression obtained for saturaiion. It is of great signiiIcan2:e i n  oil recovery, where 
it can be reqonsible to increase oil production up to 35% in some cases. 

We consider here a cylindrical piece (linear co-ordinate n) of homogeneous porous 
matrix of length L, which is com?letely filled with an original liquid (a) surrounded by 
an impermeable surface exepr for one end of the cylinder which is designated as the 
imbibition face and this end is exposed to an adjacent formation of the injected liquid 
( i ) .  It is assumed that the liquid (i) is wetting phase and the liquid (n) is a native liquid 
and so this arrangement gives rise to  the phenomenon of irnbitition. 

2. Formelation of the problem and its sdutian 

Assuming that both the 5ow of wetting liq~tid (i) and the counter flow of original liquid 
(nj are governed by Darcy's law, we may write the basic flow equations for imbibition 
phenomenon as 

P. = P. - R =f (s,) say 

and 
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where c, and u, are the velocities, k, and k, the relative pcrmeabilities, 6, and 8, the 
viscosities, pi and p, the presscres of the wetting and non-wetting liquids respectively. 

and K are the porosity and permeability of the homogeneous medinm. s, is the 
saturation of wetting liquid, p, is capillary pressure and t is the time. 

2.1. Case I 

Combining equations (2.1)-(2.5) and using relation for capillary pressure as 

PG = P (ST1 - 4 
(Jones3, Mishra and Vermar) together with 

we net 

where j is very small capillary coefficiedt, C and b are constants. 

A set of boundary conditions can be assumed as 

whefe s,, and sel are the saturation at the imbibition face and at the end x = L respec- 
tively. 

Using the transformation 

Equations (2.7) and (2.8) arc transferred as 

and 
s, (0,O) = s,, and s, (I ,@) = s, (2.11) 

(2.10) is the required eqxation to be solved under boundary conditions given by (2.11). 

2.2. Solution of case 1 

To solve equation (2.10) we use Birkhof's technique of one parameter g r o q  transfor- 
mation. Let a group TI consisting of a set of transformations be dehed as 

TI : 5 = a" f ,  13 = a' 0, S, = a* s, (2.12) 



where the parameter u= 0, and p. r. .r are real numbers to be determined. 

Substituting these values in equation (2.10) and applying condition of absolute 
conformal invariant nnder 2;. the invariants of the group TI are given hy 

(2.13) 

where A is an arbitrary condant. P x t t i n ~  these valoes in (2.10) and substituting 

and 

By taking ,9 = 0 and using second boundary condition of (2.15) % cbtain the  a*~ 
expansion (valid near x = L) as 

The first bbondarj cond~t~on of (2.15) has been dropped because a (z) .) 0 in (0, - a/28) 
( K d )  feha). 

Now using the stretching transformarion y = z/B and the Arst boundary condition of 
(2.  ! 5 )  we obtain the inner expansion. valid near origin (Nayfehn) as 

11' A - I3 BealaJ*. (2.17) 

Now ayplymg the matching prmiple of u' and u- and using (2.13) and (2.14) (Nayfehs) 
and Mehta and Verma6 we finally get 
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\%hi& gives the required saturation distribution of the  displacing liquid in ternlsof the 
saturation at the two ends of the porous matrix. 

2.3. Case II 

Combining equations (2.1)-(2.5)  and using relation for cnpillary pressure as 

P. = Is: 

togerher with 

K" K, " '"' = $;K,SF,~ 
we get 

as, , 
p 2i T 2B 8:. (D (s,) s, K = 0 (2.19) 

where f l  is small capillary pressure coefficient. Assuming (s,) is an average value of 
D (s,) (Mehta and Verrnae) and using the transformation 

the equation (2.19) can be put in a dimensionless form as 

&i A (')' i s, aZs. 2 2 ~  - - 0. (2.21) ae ' 

2.4. Solution of case II 

To solve equation (2 .21)  we again apply Birkhof's technique of one para mete^ group 
transformation. Lei a group T, consisting of a set of transformations be defined by 

T, : i = at f, = a' 0, 3; = a?, (2.22) 

where the parameter a # 0 and q,  r, r are real numbers to be determined. 

Plugging these values in equation (2.21) and applying condition of absolute conformal 
inv&ants under TI the invariants of the group T, are given by 

where 8 - A = 1 and A is an arbitrary chosen constant. The equation (2.23) in 
terms of new variable q and F(q)  now becomes 

B 
'4m - ? T" (7 )  + Fa (7) + F ( d  F" (q)  = 0 

@-I# 0 
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which: is noa-linear ordinary differential eqoation of second order. 

5) considering the substitution 

F (?) = rJ"i lfr). z = log 7 

and 11' (z) = p, the equation (2.24) can be rednced to  the form 

trpp'(tt) fp'- 711-- p i - ( 6 u f  1 )=O ( 3 (2.25) 

which is Abel's equation of second kind from where we can easily visualize the solu- 
tion of equation (2.24) to bc 

F [ $  = T 
6 

for every value of A and 3. Thus sj the saturation of flowing (wetting) fluid is given by 

E l  
s. = - 

' 6 0 '  (2.26) 

Equation (2 .26 )  gives the formal solution of the equation (2.21) which is the required 
saturation distribution of the setting (displacing) liquid in terms of E and 6'. 

-- E--- A 

Fw. 1. Saturation distribution when 0 = 0.5 and p, = p (q-1 - 6). 
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3.1. Caw 1 

The graphs of saturation distribution have been drawn for variovs valrxs of parameter 
A. In Fig. 1 the saturation distribution for ff -: 0 .5  is obtained. We observe thal 
for small values of 5 saturation decreases for every A ,  for greater valves o f f  sawration 
increases when A - 1 and A .- 2, while it approaches to  unity when A = 0. 11 is 
evident from the g a p h  that saturation is same at  $ = 2 . 5 .  5 = 1.9  and 5 =: 1.4 in the 
cases when A = 0, A - 1 ; A - 0, A = 2 and A = 1,  A = 2 respectively. In Fig. 2, 
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when (4 = I, the saturation is the same for every case at  t = 1, butkcreas6$ very 
rapidly wlten A =? in comparison to that when A = 1. For A = 0 there is a conti- 
nuous dexease reaching to I ultimately. In all the three cases it decreases rapidly for 
all values of .$ less than 1.  For 0 = 0.5 and 0 = 1 the fall in the satixation is nlti- 
mately the same when A = 0, but for A = 1 satr!ration first decreases and then it 
increases slowly and the c i m e  is almost linear for greater values of f .  When A = 2 
and 0 = 1. the inciease in saturation beyond f = 1 is efiremely sharp. 

The graphs for 17 = 0.5 and 0 = 1 against various values of [ are drawn in Fig. 3 .  
We observe th31 the sati!ration increases as .$ increases and the increase ia significant 
beyond 5 = 1. It is also worth mentioning that the concavity upwards increases with 
decrease in 0. 

I - 
FIG. 3. Saturation distribution when 0 - 0.5, 0 - 1 and p, -BY:. 

In Figs. 4 and 5 the graphs for saturation distribution have been drawn assuming 
capillary pressure proportion as si (Mehia and Verrna?. 
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